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The Two Grenadiers

Level: Grade 1-6

Deborah Ziolkoski

Singing, creating and performing seasonal repertoire
Read and perform simple scores
Perform I, IV, V accompaniments on BX/BM/CBB to song
Perform tremelos on barred inst. and add improvised accompaniment on NPP
Experience A B form
Move and play to the beat
Extension: Add section C by having students create a reappearing potion using
an 8 beat rhythmic word chain and seasonal vocabulary
Visual of the song
Visuals of 8 heartbeats and possible ingredients to create a new potion
Instruments (found sound included)
Instr. recording of The Two Grenadiers (Suzuki book 2) -Apple Music/Spotify
Section A - Orchestrated Song
Begin with the story of Bugzoola showing students the illustration of her and her
sister Lizzie who owns the Witches Restaurant (Sue Harvie’s lesson).
Prepare song through echo process while demonstrating movement.
Discuss the term “moosh goosh”. What would this look like? What does this
mean? Practice moosh gooshing to the beat.
If using the orchestration: Teach I, V, or (I, IV, V depending on group) chording for
section A by having students identify when a change is required. Add in NPP through
speech cues (ooey gooey, icky sticky, splash and moosh goosh). Brainstorm ideas.
Section B Passing Game
- Teach melody by rote identifying rhyming words. Practice passing to the beat.
Adaptation: Clap/patsch or use hand drum/found sound to play to the beat
without passing. Teacher can “poof” where the cauldron lands.
Section C
- Teach students the reappearing poem. Use really expressive voices and
movement. “Moosh, Goosh, Splash and Sear…Make me a potion to re-appear!!” Poof! (explain “sear” and what it would be like to sear a bug in a pan…or
cauldron (It would be crispy on the outside and chewy on the inside.) (Poof
towards the class).
Ask students what type of icky ingredients that might be in a reappearing potion.
Brainstorm types of ingredients one might use to create their own reappearing
potion and record on board. (refer to Sue Harvie’s list below for possible ideas).
Create a four beat ingredient list as a class (ask four students). Tap the ingredient
list out on your fingers and then for the repeat say these ingredients and add
them into your cauldron (an upside-down drum works great! Acts as a cauldron
and a drum for the game in Section B.)

In post-Covid Once refined students may add non-pitched percussion
(found sound) instruments, body percussion and movement along with
their voices to create a spooky feel. Groups perform ingredients for
reappearing potion with accompaniment.

Review Section C: Last student who was holding the cauldron in Section B is “it”.
The class helps this student say “Moosh, Goosh, Splash and Sear” and then the
student says “Make me a potion to re-ap-pear!” and poofs someone in the class. This
new student must provide a four beat ingredient list. The four beats are tapped on
the fingers and then on the repeat everyone adds them to their cauldron. The class
then says, “We moosh…we goosh…we splash and sear…THIS is the potion to re-appear! (raise the hand drum up high) “POOF” and they “poof” the orginal person who
said the poem.
Final Form:
Section A - with movement/orchestration,
Section B - clap or play the hand drum, djembe to the beat.
Section C -Poofed student says poem (class helps with first line, and chosen student
says the second) using simple actions, pointing randomly at any student on “Poof”
This new student must create a four beat ingredient list while the teacher taps the
beats of the ingredients on his/her fingers. After four beats students repeat the four
ingredients pretending to add them into their cauldron. Finish with saying “We
moosh, we goosh, we splash and we sear…..THIS is the potion to re-ap-pear! (raise
cauldron up high) and all say 1, 2, 3….POOF! (Poof student who said the rhyme). This
person can now take an instrument of their choice to accompany!

Extensions

Fun performance opportunity. Draw your own chemistry laboratory with special
potions. Create a list of other potions you could create.

Skills:
I (or We) can: create and
perform a four beat
ingredient list.

Assessment I can: play the I V (or I, IV,
V) chording
I can: play the tremelos
and various
accompaniments to
Section A and B.

All the time

Sometimes

I have trouble

